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A. ORGANIZATION AND VENUE

1. The meetinq for the West-Africa Subregion on the preparation of

strategies and programme of the second United Nations Transport and

Communications Decade in Africa, was held in Ouagadougou, Burkina Faso, under

the auspices of the Economic Community of West Africa (CEAO), from 29 October

to 2 November, 1990.

B. ATTENDANCE

2. Representatives of the following States participated in the meetinq:

Burkina Faso, Mali, the Niger and Sierra Leone; that is, only four out of the

sixteen member States of the Subregion.

3.. The following organizations also attended in their capacities as members

of the ;Subregional or sectoral workinq groups: the Economic Community of West

African States (ECOWAS), Economic Community of West Africa (CEAO), Lake Tchad

Basin: Commission (CBLT), the Hano River Union (MRU), the Liptako-Gourma

Authority (LGA), the Organization for the Development of the Senegal River

(OMVS), the International Telecommunication Union (ITU), the Panafrican Postal

Un,ion (PAPU), the Union of African Railways (UAR), the World Bank and the

Economic Commission for Africa (ECA).

C. OPENING OF THE MEETING

4. During the opening session, the representative of ECOWAS in his capacity

as chairman, welcomed participants and recalled the subject of the meeetinq:

Preparation of the Strategy and Programme of the Decade for the West Africa

subregion.

5. In his welcoming speech, the Secretary General of CEAO, after recalling

the mission of his institution and the development activities it had

undertaken during the last sixteen years, indicated its new orientation on tha

basis of which it seriously embarked upon co-ordination and integration of

productive activities.

6. He added that the adoption of a joint agricultural policy framework, a

programme for regionalization of industries, a subregional trade promotion

programme, a co-operation strategy and programme for transport and

communications, testified to the concern of CEAO about satisfying the

collective political will expressed by the States of the subregion to

co-operate with a view to promoting the economic development of the continent

as a whole.

7. The representative of the Executive Secretary of ECA, after expressing

his gratitude to CEAO for its participation in organizing this meeting,

briefly recalled the activities carried out by EGA since the Conference of

African Ministers of Transport, Communications and Planning apnroved the

objectives, strategies and guidelines for the preparation of the Programme

during its seventh meeting held in Tangier, Morocco, in November 1989.
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8= Prior to indicating the next step to follow after the subregional

meetings, the representative of the Executive-Secretary of ECA remind-?'!

participants that the objective of the currant meeting was to prepare the

Decade strategy and proqramme for the West Africa subregion, following

consideration of the strategy documents and draft proqramme at th= national
sectoral and subregional levels.

9. He expressed the wish that the representatives of member States and
subregional bodies would constantly bear in mind that the Decade was not of

and must not be left exclusively to ECA or tho specialized agencies of the

United Nations, as. seemed to be the case with the first Decade adding that
overy member State through its NCC and the subregional bodies of which it is a
member, should be involved in the Decade.

10. In his opening remark, the representative of the Minister of Transport
and Communications of Burkina Faso underscored the importance of this

meeting. He underlined that in addition to the tough conditions of the Panel,
three countries, including Burkina Faso, out of tho sixteen countries of the
subregion were land-locked.

U. He referred to the efforts made by his country in the area of transport
and communications and ended by calling upon participants to define at the end

of their deliberations, a realistic strateqy -smbracinq coherent objectives
aimed at mobilizing resources needed to meet the challenges of the second
Decade for the African continent. Hr then declare the; meeting ooen.

D. ACCOUNT OF PROCEEDINGS

Election of Officers (agenda item 2)

1?.. The meeting elected the followinq officers?

Chairman: ECOWAS

Vice-Chairman; CEAO

Rapportteur: m R LI

ECA represented the secretariat.

Adoption of the agenda and work programme

13. The meeting adopted the followinq agenda:

1. Opening of the meeting

2. Election of officers

3. Adoption of the- agenda and programme of work

4. Proqcess report on the preparation of tha second Decade programme
5. Report of the National Co-ordinating Committees

6. Report on subregional strategies and proqrnnmes
7. Reports on sectoral strategies

8. Consideration, of subregional stratoqios and programmes
9. Any other business

10. Adoption of the report and closing of tho meeting
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14. The following timetable was adopted:

Morning Session: 09:00 - 12:00

Afternoon Session: 15:00 - 18:00 - :

Progress report on the preparation of the second Decade programme

(agenda item 4)

15. A representative of the ECA Secretariat presented document

DOC/UNTACDA/90/SRW/1/4 which highlighted the major activities, ^undertaken' by
all the partners namely the NCC, sectoral and subregional working groups and

the Resource Mobilization Committee which had . been involved in preparinq the

Decade programme. He drew the attention of participants to the progress made
by the above mentioned groups in their work.

16. At the regional level, he pointed out that ECA, in its capacity as:lead

agency, followed up the co-ofdination of activities at various levels. It

mounted missions to some countries to help them set up their NCCs and to most

of the subregional working groups in order to assist them in their preparation
of Decade strategy and programme.

17. He finally drew the attention of participants to the schedule for

executing all the preparatory activities for the IACC meeting scheduled for

December 1990 and which would consider the draft programme prior "to its

submission to the Conference of Ministers scheduled for February 1991=

18. This final timetable, not subject to further amendment, is as follows:

8-12 October 1990: Meeting of the group of the North African

subregion

22 - 26 October 1990: Meeting of the Working group of the Central

African subregion

29 Oct. - 2 Nov 1990: Meeting of the group of the West Africa
subregion

4-7 December 1990: Meeting of the East and Southern Africa
subreqion

13 - 15 December 1990: Meeting of RMC

17 - 20 December 1990: Meeting of IACC

1-5 February 1990: Eigth meeting of Experts on the second Decade

7-8 February 1991: 8th meeting of the Conference pf African

Ministers of Transport, Communications.and
- i ■■ ' : Planning
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Report of the National Co-ordination Committees (agenda item 5)

19. On this item, the representatives of Burkina Faso and Mali indicated
that their national committees had not yet been set up and that efforts would
be made to set up such committees as soon as possible. Hence, no report could
be produced by these countries.

20. The representative of the Niger indicated that the National Committee of
his country had been set up since May and that the work assigned to them was
being done with the assistance of UNDP.

21. The representative of Sierra Leone indicated that the NCC of his country
had been set up, that the work assigned to them was handed over to Mano River
Union whose representative would later submit a progress report.

Reports on the subregional strategies and programmes (agenda item 6)

22. The subregional working group had not yet prepared its general r-port on
the strategies and programmes. Thus, each IGO in attendance at the meeting
made a brief presentation and, in some cases, submitted a written report The
presentation of each IGO is summarized in the following sections:

Mano River Union

23. m presenting his organization's document, the Mano River Union
representative gave a summary of the status of implementation measures in the
transport and communication sectors.

24. m the transport sector, he referred to the *andajuma Bridge (M R U) on
the Freetown-Monrovia Highway and the Rogbera-Pamelap Bridge on the
Freetown-Conakry Highway, both of which ho said needed funding.

25. m the area of telecommunications, he noted that both ECOWAS and the
Mano River Union were working on the inter-connection of networks.

26. The above projects and their implementation measures were endorsed by
the representative of Sierra Leone who stated that his country's national
priority programme was included in the MRU programme.

CEAO

27 The representative of CEAO informed the meeting that his organization
had adopted in 1988 a community plan and a co-operation programme in the area
of transport and communications centred on an investment programme and on
training, ^maintenance and rehabilitation regulations. He submitted two
documents defining the plan and strategy to ECAO
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28. Regarding the Decade programme, CEftO reported that it had just completed

a survey of the; transport system in its seven member States and Togo leading

to the identification of priorities, especially in the areas of rehabilitation

and maintenance. However, since this report would only be considered by the

relevant member States the following week (i.e.. 5 - 9 November 1990) , its

contents could not be discussed at the meeting. Nevertheless, he informed the

meeting that once adopted, the report would constitute the Decade strategy for

the subregion, and that negotiations were already under way for financing the

said projects.

29. In the ensuing discussions, several speakers expressed concern about the

apparent lack of developmental projects in the programme of CEAO. For

example, it was pointed out that the report did not mention construction of

the new inter-state links, extension of railways nor integration of the

transport networks. In response, the representative of CEAO stressed that the

activities of his organisation also concerned development of infracture and

that no relevant programme will be established until after the next meeting of

experts

30. In conclusion, it was recommended that although facilitation,

maintenance and rehabilitation are priority issues,, infrastructure expansion

was also necessary in order to achieve development.

Liptako-Gourma Authority (LGA)

31. In submitting his written report, the representative of LGA stated that

it consisted of only a list of projects as their mandate was to mobilize

investment for the development of a well-demarcated region whose development

policy was set by other organizations in the subregion^

Lake Tchad Basin Commission (CBLT)

32. The representative of CBLT stated that the objective of his organization

was to open up a border area between two countries. The major projects being

undertaken in this regard included construction of a railway link and

development of lake and river transport in central Africa,

ECOWAS

33. The ECOWAS representative outlined the netivities carried out covering

air, maritime, road and rail transport as wall as telecommunications and

postal services. He further elaborated on the strategies being implemented

in each subsector listed above.

34. The debate on this presentation covered many aspects including a

question on why ECOWAS was encouraging the use of both MLS and ILS in the

subregion whereas the two systems are incompatible, In response, ECOWAS said

that safety requirements demanded immediate action and that is why the

existing ILS must be maintained in working order while being gradually

replaced by MLS.
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35= Other questions concerned manufacturingf maintenance and repair of

telecommunications equipment at the Lome Maintenance Centra, availability of

traininq institutions, completion of road networks and facilitation at borders.

OMVS

36- The representative of OMVS submitted a written report which particularly

emphasized the project on navigation on the Senegal River. This project,

aimed at openinq up many areas of the three member States of OMVS, was a

component of the programme on the integrated development of the Senegal River

Basin.

Report_ on sec tora1 s tr a teg ies (agenda item 7) ,

37. Under this agenda item the following presentations wore made, each

followed by discussions^ Each working Group submitted a document containing

base-line assessments and draft strategy for each sebsector.

Urban Transport

38. The consultant of the subsectoral working group in introducing his

document, started by indicating that the evaluation of the current urban

transport situation and strategy made it possible t<_ consider, globally the

problems and constraints of the subsector. The presentation stressed five

basic issues: increasing the offer of public transport services; developing

of intermediate means of transport? improving the capacity of urban road

networks? reducing road accidents and developing human resources. . A framework

of strategies was presented for dealing with such issues,

39. He proposed strategies and special actions to be implemented at

regional, subregional and national levels, as well as by professional

associations. Ke noted that a large, number of actions should be carried out

at the national level, and that each National Co-ordinating Committee (NCC)

should select appropriate actions from the long list in the document. Actions

such as research and studies in the area of road safety and use of alternative

fuels were proposed for execution at the regional level. Subreqional actions

should include, intar alia, development of human resources in the areas of

traffic control and transport planning. The list of national actions was

comprehensive and included such items as policy reforms in the areas of cost

recovery, tariff regulation and pricing. Regarding professional groups,

actions were proposed for the development,of human resources and, to this end,

special emphasis was put on management and technical programmes. Finally,

performance control framework was included t.~> serv-a as a basis for assessing

future progress made in this sector.
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40 ft number of questions were raised ^d comments as well as proposals m^.e
by participants during the deliberations, n-inuslvt Hiving precedence to the
provision of oDtions for mnss transport vis-a-vis intermediate transport, the
need for reaching appropriate cost recovery rates in vassonger transport, the
possibilities of conceiving profitable collective public transport services,

consideration of orohloms of financing equipment r.nd new constructions. In

response, the" representative of the sector?.! group cited the case of lanes

bwinq reserved specifically for buses in Abidjan

41. It was also stressed that the experience of -ther continents showed that

the current urbanization otocess in Africa cannot be slowed down and therefore

should be taken into account by the development ploicies. It was thus
recommended that urban transport should bo addressed within the broker

framework of urban management ploicies which should particularly include town

planninn issues.

42. Finally,' a request was made to reflect the various points raised above

in the final document. The guidelines and amendments would thus serve as a

basis for establishing subregional an--! nati^nil ploicies.

Roads and Road Transport

43. In presenting this sub-sector, the tir^uo is^or indicated that this was

a reference framework for improving co^s and road transport. He then

assessed the current situation -"if the sub-sect-r W pointed out that it was
by far the most sianificant mode <>f transport .in Africa, but that it was

highly expensive as much as 2.5 to 3 times imre expensive than in other parts

of the World. Th* vari'-us reasons for this include traffic imbalance, po^r

state of infrastructure and inadequate State intervention.

44. He also noted that the African road network w-is very little developed,

the coverage rate beinq ^nly 5 km/100 sq km, as sciainst 12 km/100 sq km in

South America, and 18 km/100 sq km in Asia, P-:r road safety was finally

underscored as the cause ~«f the high rate of accidents in Africa, estimated to

be 50 per cent higher than elsewhere.

45O Speaking on the strategy proposed for the sector he particularly

stressed maintenance and rehabilitation of infrastructure, better use of

resources and development of a road transport facilitation policy.

46. He observed that the strategy developed by the working group included

the following six areas:

(i) Classified read networks: promoting construction of selected

roads to quarantee an efficient international trade, improvement ^f planninq,

funding and budgetting, improvement of .^Perati'ms an-1 management, undertaking

institutional reforms and creation of data basess

(ii) Secondary road networks; Pl^nnin^, resource mobilization,

desiqn and technology, organization and management, -latabase system;
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(iii) International Road traffic: Reduction of cumbersome customs

procedures, encouraging multilateral transport ngrsemants, harmonization of

highway codes and regulations regarding axlo load, instituting the use of

transit documents, facilitating re-exr>ort procedures, review of surverys on

corridors with a view to comparing transit times an£ cost?

Road transport services: ImorovoTp.-j.it of inter-city transport

service, organizing and promoting private sector intervention in this area,
development of intermediate means of transport in rural areas?

<v> Road safety; Low-cost improvements, rules and regulations,
health and related issues;

(vi) Environment: Increasing awareness ,^nd strengthening local
institutions

47. ^ Such strategies should be implemented .->.t regional, subregional and
national levels, and should ensure that, by the year 2000, 89 per cent of the

surfaced roads and 4G per cent of unsurfacetf r-,-i? are kept in good condition.

48. The ensuing discussions particularly centred on availability of

resources for financing new construction projects, given the policy of major

funding institutions which gave maintenance and rehabilitation works priority
over construction projects. Inconsistencies were identified between the broad

lines of the strategy and actions to be implemented. Participants also noted
that organizing seminars and workshops alone were certainly not enough if the
objectivs set out in thy -road subsector we:, u . be achieves.

49. It was emphasized that in the road subsector, the second Decade
programme should not be confined to maintenance and rehabilitation of existing

infrastructure. Indeed, expanding road networks is a task that must be taken
into account so as to achieve the orimary objective of physically integrating
the continent.

50. ^ Emphasis was also put on the need to identify, study and promote viable
projects for manufacturing road transport equipment.

51. However, it was observed that the working groUr> had made no project
proposal and that, contrary to its mandate, it had limited itself to preparing
a reference framework,

52. Finally, it was agreed that the document 3M not meet the requirements
of the subreqion and that there was the need to improve upon it by making it
reflect on all comments made above.
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Railways

53 In his presentation of the railways sub-sectoral document, the Group

Le-der first str-ssed the need to rehabilitate the existinq railways,
equipment and rollina stock. He indicated that the need for extention and
inter-connection requires new investments in order to attain the objective of
physically integrating the continent. Besides, he underlined the urgent need

for restructuring and improving all aspects of railway management.

54 In that respect, new guidelines should be established for the followinq

areas among others: restructuring and revitalizing all aspects of railway
management and operation, modernizing and developing_ infrastructure and

equipment, developinq and improving co-ordination of traffic.

55. Regarding railway operation, he emphasized the need to develop and

improve supply procedures, create sub-regional purchasing centres, develop the
rail industry through the creation of Community manufacturing centres and

finally the pooling of existing equipment potentials.

56. Refering to the Decade programmes of action, he indicated that actions

should be taken at national, sub-regional and regional levels, adding that it
is, nevertheless, at the national level that policies for restructuring

railway activities, internal railway management reform and' appropriate

investment policy should be formulated and implemented Such actions should

focus on promotion and co-operation between States and railways in the
followinq areas: routing of international traffic, personnel training and

professional courses, maintainance of, rolling stock and infrastructure.

57. He finally indicated that the strategics developed by the grour> are

aimed at:

(i) restructuring projects, in order I to make them commercially

efficient and viable;

(ii) improving availabililty and reliability of rolling stock,

infrastructure and equipment, developing and improving

co-ordination of inter-State traffic flows; and

(iii) development of human resources

58. In order t-> attain the above mentioned objectives, the proposed

strategies will be based on: revitalizing operation and management?

rationalizing organizations and management; institutional reforms; adaptation

and modernization of rolling stock; creation of purchasing centres; promotion

of the rail industry; personnel training;- improving railway safety and

evironment; and promotion and enhancement of the railway operations.

59. No discussion followed the presentation of the report of the Railway

Sub-sectoral Working aroup, the main reason boinr that the sub-sector had

already taken account of the need for extentions and connections with a view

to the physical integration of the Continent.
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50, Therefore, thp West Afr ".can Sub-regional strategy for the railway

sub-sector will bs bas?*? -~>n the guidelines of the submitted strategy.

Air transport ■'-■■- ...

61.. The leader.of. the air transport subsector initated his presentation of

document DOC/UNTACDA/90/08 by stating that the report included six major

sections, namely: ;

(i) a general analysis of the situation of African air transport;

(ii) constraints to the development of air transport;

(iii) major challenges?

(iv) the strategy proposed by the subgroup;

(v) projects and programmes; and finally

(vi) parameters and quantified targets.

62. After explaining thy situation of African air transport with regard to

such aspects as infrastructure, air traffic services, meteorology, costs and

fares, telecommunications,, facilitation and tha situation of airlines, he said

that African air transport was faced with many challenges and constraints. As

reqards challenges, he stressed the fact' that giant airlines were being

established in other regions. He also emphasized renewal of the African

fleet, computerized reservation system and likely integration of air transport

into mechanisms of GATT. r •

63. As for the strategy, he said that it was based, inter alia, on the

Yamoussoukro Declaration, improvement of safety fcnr! security, development of

air navigation infrastructure and equipment, staff traininq and strengthening

of institutional capabilities. He declared that efforts would be made to

implement the conclusions of surveys undertaken nuring the first Decade as

well as resolutions adopted by African Ministers. Besides, legal texts would

be drafted to meet the needs of countries and groups of countries. The new

texts would t^ke into consideration not only the problems of new economic

groupings, but also the needs ;f users.

64. hs regards projects and the programme, he informed the meeting that a

series of relevant proposals had been made by the working group for the first

four years and that specific actions to be undertaken had been identified.

65. Finally, he presented the parameters identified by the group which, he

said, would make it possible to assess the progress so far made in

implementing the orojects and programme of the air transport subsector.

66. Debates ensuing from the Presentation centred on ■such problems as the

structuring and utilization of African aircraft maintenriance centres, tariff

issues, integration of airlines as well as transport regulations

67,. . Responding to the questions raised, the Inn lei ■■f the working group said

that:
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(a) A survey had been initiated by ADB and AFCAC in the field of

maintenance and that some maintenance centres had been identified

to carry out specific duties. The findings of this survey had

been presented to Chief executives of airlines and that follow-up

committees had been set up;

(b) Measures needed to be taken with a view to providing users of

African air services with a wide range of tariffs that would

allow for the development of African air services;

(c) The integration of airlines had been described in the

Yamoussoukro Declaration and EGA had just prepared a document on

the implementation of the Yamoussoukro Declaration, .based on a

step-by-step approach, and aimed at bringing together only

airlines interested in co-operation. The integration could be

achieved at subregional and regional levels or by affinity;

(d) In order to achieve the efficiency objective, it would be

necessary to formulate aeronautical rules and regulations and

ensure their adoption, taking into account not only market needs,

but also the needs of the users of air services.

68. The leader of working group finally indicated that the policy on the

development of tariff ranges was not based on the principle that airlines
would get subsidies from Governments.

69. Following the answers provided by the leadsr of the air transport

subsector, participants approved the overall strategy and programme of the

subsector and said that the document met the requirements of the subregion and

would, therefore, serve as a basis for preparing the subregional policy
document.

Telecommunications and Broadcasting

70* In. presenting the document on the telecommunication and
radio-broadcastinq subsector, the ITU consultant indicated that the global

appraisal of the telecommunication subsector showed that telecommunication
services and infrastructure had developed in West African countries over the

past ten years. These developments were in areas such as social and economic

policy objectives; structural relation with the State; management organization
and practices} service objectives and priorities; tariff and supply policies,

etc. Such policies had had considerable impact on the organisation as well as

on rate and level of development of telecommunication network and services.

71. Referring to the major issues and difficulties in the. subsector he
underscored the following, among others:

U) African policies had not resulted in adequate efficiency in the
management and mobilizationof resources, and in general operation;
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(ii) Poor structure and management of the telecommunication sector;

(iii) unsatisfactory telecommunication network maintenace standards;

(iv) absence of short and long term development plans;

(v) inadequate means of planning at the local level; and

(vi) constant shortage of experienced and skilled manpower.

It ^i!e n°ted .that thS °b>ectives and strategy defined by the sub-qroup for
the telcommunication sector concerned: J H

(i) quick development and integration of telecommunication
infrastructure in the African continent?

(ii) improvement of the efficiency and operation of pxistinq
telecommunication facilities;

(iii) promotion of local telecommunication industry;

(iv) increased use of local human and material resources, research and

x^Vi^^rto ti

En fell

telephone lines in

areas;
(ii) balanced development of urban and rural

(iii) appropriate use of new technologies suitable to the environment
level of vocational training and the depreciation of existinq
infrastructures, to mention but a few; existing

-"id-ncy of existing

(v) development of hu^n resources in order to achieve self-reliance

-nufacturin, in «ri«,
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75. He then noted that the working sub-qroup stressed the use of existing

infrastructure, identification of actions, co-ordin^ti-n -f investment at

national/ subreqional an-3 regional levels, co-operation between African
administrations, the responsibility of administrations for setting

quantifiable and realistic objectives bearing in mind the needs and means

available, and the importance of telecommunications in transport development

given its role as a rmjor management component and tool.

76. Durinq the debates, participants raised questions on the responsibility

of African Administrations for the deficiency of telecommunication systems*

the proposed growth rate which appeared to be low; the need t*> identify
quantifiable indicators of quality of services and on the definition of
projects and actions to be implemented in the areas of telecommunications and

broadcasting.

77. It was also noted th^t the document ;_Ud not a^Vrc-ss data communication in

the areas of new services t^ be include1 in the Deca.1* programme. It 'was also

pointed out that many inadequacies in the subre-jional telecommunication

systems were due t-> the choice -if -quipmen^ which were unsuitable to the

African environmental and climatic conditions.

78. The leader of the working group noted that the various points mentioned

above would be taken int^ account when finalizing the subsectnral document.

It was agreed that the -guidelines of tho documents presented would be used in

preparing the strategy and programme ->f the West African Subrsaion,

Postal Services

79. The representative of the subsectoral -;r:>up started by indicating that

assessment of the African postal services revealed that the status of African

postal services was a cause f^r concern. As a matter nf fact:

(i) the postal network comprised 32,000 permanent oost offices, that

is, only 6 oer cent of the world total>

(ii) the density of the network was one post office for 20,000

inhabitants, as against UPU indicative standard of one p^st

office for 6000 inhabitants;

(iii) the legal framework ^f public administrations was no longer

adequate for current dynamic, mo-jorn an-:! efficient management of

services?

(iv) traffic decline3, by about 1 per c^nt r-er ye?.r j

(v) the low level of tariffs U-I not offset operating and investment

costs.
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80, He further indicated that the key issues -.n:"1. :i;-velopment constraints cf

the postal services were linker!, amonct other fchinc;sr to legal statutes which

wore not adapted to current markets* ill-equipoe1 and insufficient network?

wine spread shortage -">f financial resources which arc; due mainly to a pricing

policy that is' hardly prof it-makinq j chronic un^er-Gauirment cf operational

services; inadequate human resources; precarious ,-.n;"; unreliable communication

routes and transport; mt-ans; inadequate attention by c-^vornment policies t- the

development of postal services; lack r>f financial lutonoray and lack of a

clear-cut definition f the responsibilities ->f r>?st mrsters.

81. With regard to strategy, he indicate tb-->t it was based on the

guidelines and recommendations included in the Washington General Programme -f

Action and the Final Act of the Conference of Ministers of Posts held in

Nairobi.

82= He finally stated that the workina group proposed adoption of the

following options and projects:

(i) Restructuring of services .-in--! m rr-gc^ont reform;

(ii) Improvement of the quality of service-;

(iii) Development of human resources?

(iv) Lr-.cal manufacture . of nostal equipment

(v) Development •"£ financial servicesj

83. Referring to the imlic^tors wn quantified targets, he sail that they

should constitute the quantitative and qualitative ".bjectives to be adopted

for each nrnr\Uct or sector. Under the postal services project, they should be

used only for the first ohase of the* seem '■ Decade programme (1991-1995) .

Those fr,r the second ohaso (1995-2000) shoul,;: be studied and established

after assessment of results -jbtaine-1 during the first phase.

84.. In the discussion which f^ll^wed, the- meot.lnq stressed the need f'-r

decisive actions by postal administrati ^ns in order to survive the threat from

.competing services. Studies c-n^ucted by SCOWAS had revealcl the nee.' f^r

improvement in routing m^il services since, at tipos, surface mail has tc be

carried by air because surfaco transport is very slnw. There is also need for

a legal framework to be established and security arrangements made f~r

effective mail distribution in the subregion.

85, The choice of transit centres sh'jul'3 be made carefully as these ^ften
contribute to delays in the distribution of mail.

36. Th.^ .xeasons given in the document f:>x the decrease in mail traffic and

for difficulties and constraints to postal services were the following:

insufficient and ill-equipped networks 3nd widesprend shortage of financial

resources compounded by stiff competition in Africa,, especially from private

courier services.
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87. Concern was also expressed on the development of postal services in the

rural areas and the distribution mechanism so far employed. The Decade

programme should examine these constraints and key issues in order to identify

actions to be taken to improve mail services in rural areas.

88. It was also underlined that postal administrations should be
re-organized to operate on commercial basis in order to increase their

efficiency in an environment of increasing competing services.

89. The question of low tariff, influence! by the existing set up of postal
administration in which social service considerations overrode all others in
fixing tariff, might bo solved by restructuring the administrations.

Maritime Transport

90. Given the absence of experts of tho Workinq Group on Maritime Transport,
the representative of ECA presented a draft report prepared by the group.

91. The report covered the four modes in this subsector; shipping, ports,
inland water transport and multimodal transport. Strategies for action at
regional, subregional and national levels were proposed for each of the four
modes as well as for cross-modal issues of information systems and training.

92. in the area of shipping, the strategies proposed covered five
objectives:

(i) Institutional reform;

(ii) Improved management of shipping organizations;'

(iii) Improved shipping and environmental safety;

(iv) Improved maintenance of floating craft;

(v) Promotion of human resources development.

93. For the ports sector, a total of six objectives were identified for
which the following action strategies were presented;

(i) Reform of institutional framework for ports;

(ii) Development of regional, eo-opemti-onj

(iii) Improvement of port technical services?
(iv) Improvement of maintenance of port assestsj

(v) Promotion of human resources development for ports workers.

94 The strategies for the inland waterway transit were based on the
following six objectives similar to those of maritime ports:

(i) Improvement of institutional framework;
(ii) Improvement of navigability of inland waterways;
(iii) Improvement of Dort efficiency?

(iv) Improvement of operational efficiency*
(v) Improvement of working conditions of employees.
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95. The multimodal transport component had five objectives for which the
followinq strategies were proposed:

(i) Establishment ^f an institutional framework;

(ii) Introduction of multimodal regulations?

(iii) Promotion "f trade facilitation?

(iv) Promotion of human resources development„

96. The two cross-modal objectives were:

(i) Establishment of a maritime information service for Africa;
(ii) Development of regional co-operation in maritime training.

97. Regretting the absence of experts of this sectoral working group, the
Meeting raised several concerns which it left the working group to address.
The major issues raised were:

(i) The document presented was too general and did not define
specific actions which the West African subreqion should
concentrate on during the Decade?

(ii) The role of subregional organizations such as MINCONMAR and the

Port Management Association was not clearly defined in the
document?

(iii) No recommendations were made on the strategy to be adopted by
the meeting on Code of Conduct fnr Maritime Conference.' In
fact the current code did not v"!equ?.tely address the needs of
countries of the subreqion;

(iv) There was need for guidelines f<-r forming consortiums in the
subregion, as previous attempts at integrtion of ports and
shipping lines had failed;

(v) The impact of containerization on the transport ooerations of
the subreqion was not adequately addressed in th*> draft
strategy document. The issue was becoming all the more

critical as standards were imoosed on overland transporters by

the shipping companies. In-particular, no mention was made of
the creation of Hry ports in the iand-locked countries;

(vi) It was also pointed out that inland transporters were likely to
face threats by shipping comnanies which will also operate
inland transport owing to increased containerization;

(vii) There was the need to study the nossibility of builUng
container denots at selected ports which will serve as

trans-shipment centres for intermodal transfers as well as for
coastal shipping in the subregion?
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(viii) The proposed strategy did not make reference to national

policies for cc-operation between land-locked and coastal

States; . .

(ix) It was, .also propose'.! that the strategy should focus on :the

develooment of a few transit "norts1 to be endowed with modern
technological equipment;

(x) The meeting raised the issue of non-reference to the inland

water transport subsector (river and lake transport) in. spite;

importance of this subsector in the opening-up of many regions',

and for the development of river-basins - which was of prime

importance to many African countries;

(xi) Finally, it was felt that the proposal constituted a

"status-quo" strategy which 'U* not propose how Africa would

. address such future developments in maritime transport as

increased sizes of containers and various international

conventions on maritime transport.

98. The representative of EGA promised to forward these views to the

working Group on Maritime Transport.

Consideration of the subregional strategies arv1 programme (agenda item 8)

99. Under this agenda item, the meeting was expected to exchange views on

the basis of the inputs from the reports of the NCC's, subregional working

groups and subsectoral working groups. This exchange would allow for the

eventual drafting of strategies and programme for the subregion.

100. However, since there were no NCC inputs,, the meeting decided to form a

draftinq committee with ECOWAS as chairman and CEAO and MRU as members to be

assisted by the other IGO's and ECA. This committee was assigned the

responsibility of drafting the broad outlines of the subregional strategy,

highlighting key issues to be addressed. The outline once approved, as well as

the general objectives of the Decade which had already been approved, would

then serve as guidelines for preparing the subregional strategy and programme
for the Decade.

101. The document submitted by this committee was not considered.

102. The meeting decided that a second meeting of VCCs and IGOs should be

held. ECOWAS was called upon to organize that meeting before 15 December 1990

in order to prepare and adopt the subregional strategy and programme

document. In this regard, the NCCs were urged to submit their reports

directly to ECOWAS before the end of November 1990. Those NGOs which had not

yet prepared their report were also requested to do so before the meeting.
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Any other business {aqenda item 9)

103. No question was raised on this agenda item.

Adoption of the report and closing of the meeting (agenda item 10)

104. The meeting went on to make amendments on the draft report which it then
adopted.

105. Mr. Okello Chief Technical Adviser of the RAF/89/016 Project, speakincj

on behalf of the Chief of the Transport, Communications and Tourism Division

highlighted many current inadequacies in transport air! communications in

Africa. He said that the main objective of the second Decade was to help find

solutions to those inadequacies, but that the main responsibility of ensuring
the good quality of the proposed programme lay with the States and IGOs.

106. In his closing remark, Mr. John Sesay, the ECOWAS Director of Transport
and Communications, thanked all the participants. He said that ECOWAS would

do all in its power to organize the second meeting in Laqos within the agreed
deadline. He then declared the meetina close1.
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